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Sterne Agee analyst Shaw Wu observed that the Apple Inc. is cutting down the production of iPhone
4S so as to focus some lights on iPhone 5. To clear out any sort of misunderstanding, the drop in
iPhone 4S production has nothing to do with its demands in public. Wu wrote a note to investors
stating that the decision for cutting down the count ofmanufacturing device is regardless of
populacesâ€™ demands over the cell phone.  Chief reason behind this step is to bring its next-gen
iPhone 5 into publicâ€™s eyes.

The company has determined to deal with its suppliers in the same traditional way so as to make its
place value in second quarter and also to maintain its account, said Shaw Wu. The phone is most
likely to come in view by the month of September or may be October. As per information provided
by the analyst of Sterne Agee, around twenty to twenty-five percent fall in the production may have
taken in quarter and again.  Consequently, the estimated shipment counts have decreased to 26m
to 28m units. Where, the estimated shipment by Wall Street was reported as 30m to 31m iPhone
units.

About other products of Cupertino Company, estimated counts of iPad shipments is elevated from
14m to 15m units, as Wu anticipates. Such a raise in shipment is expected due to enhanced Retina
displayof the iPad. Coming to price line, Wu expected the price of the device to be $780 where the
price share has come up as $553.17.

Sterne Agee analysts believe that spreading news of the iPhone 5 may result in shortfall for the firm
in its third quarter. Looking at its previous quarterâ€™s record the company had gained less than what
the company was expecting from its products. To this, Katy Huberty analyst Morgan Stanley
commented that the company had fallen far out of its expectations one more time in last September
quarter after June 2009 quarter. Even at that time the predictions made by the analysts were proved
right and the sales of much awaited handset of that time went at low degree. The prophecies are
pretty much similar this time as well.

Find the best technology smartphone with best offers â€“ iphone 4s deals @
http://www.iphone4scontractdeals.co.uk/
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